


WIND WATER SYSTEM LLP
We provide robust engineering experience and integrated expert solutions.We provide
effective solution for air handling for Textile & other Industries, to regulate the required
process for atmospheric room temperature, humidity and air treating system. In our
infrastructure WIND WATER has experienced engineers and designers with most
advanced software to design the product with state of the air technology. Our scope of
supply includes complete air-based system, Textile air enginering projects on turnkey basis ,
centralized cooling, dust collectors, bale press systems, chiller, refrigeration plant, piping,
ducting, false ceiling and insulation.

We provide & deliver equipment and system design that delivers’ unprecedented level of
quality and craftsmanship to customers. Our solution & system , increase production
efficiency and add to your bottom line profile. In this way we optimize the manufacturing
environment and create cost-efficient, sustainable and complies standards.

OUR VISION
WIND WATER SYSTEM is committed to consistent development. Thereby building a
stable, global Institution - with the resources to deliver the products as per customer’s
requirements. We offer unparalleled value to create customer delight and enhance
business productivity.

OUR MISSION
TRANSCENDING TECHNOLOGY TRANSCENDING INDIA.

WIDELY USE FOR FOLLOWING INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION

 TEXTILE AIR ENGINEERING.
 STEEL PLANTS.
 CEMENT PLANTS.
 WORK SHOP BUILDINGS.
 POWER PLANTS.
 AUTO MOBILES.
 FOOD INDUSTRIES.
 DRY AND WET VENTILATIONSYSTEMS.



WASTE COLLECTION SYSTEMS

PRIMARY FILTER
Primary filter is used for coarse filtration. The
primary air stream carrying fibers and coarse
particles passes through a rotating filter, with a
mesh size matching the particles. The filter media
is continually cleaned by a means of a fixed
stripper nozzle. The wide variety mesh screen is
selected based on the quality of material being
processed.

SECONDARY DRUM FILTER
Secondary drum filter is for fine filtration of dust from
large volume of air. Self-cleaning type rotating drum
filter shall have high eficiency, easily cleanable filter
media. The media shall be suitable for removing
fluf/lint and dust from waste air/return air of the
respective department. The pressure drop across the
medium shall be as low as possible. The filter media
shall be selected for the respective department and
shall be strapped with the drum enabling quick and
easy removal for cleaning/replacement. The traveling
nozzles shall clean the filter media efectively and
uniformly. the filter shall be complete with perforated
drum (with large free area), rotating mechanism,
radial suction fan, drive & suction motors, connecting
duct/hose, collection bags having facility for easy
disposal of collected waste, in the secondary circuit to
aseparator.



WASTE COLLECTION SYSTEMS

CENTRIFUGAL FANS
WIND WATER SYSTEMS provide you Commercial or
heavy duty industrial design used in applications such as
“high airflow volume, manufacturing process exhaust,
emergency or continuous high temperatures, or grease
exhaust”. Models use highest level of construction quality
for improved reliability and performance.Models have
construction options includes SISW /DIDW both backward
inclined and high efficiency airfoil centrifugal wheels and
feature heavy gauge, fully welded or lock seem housings.
Available are a wide range of protective coatings and
different construction materials.Such fans are available for
high static pressure up to 300mm WG & capacity up to
150000 CMH of air capacity.

TRANSPORT FANS
For transport of waste / fiber or dust laden air depending on
application, the fiber/ air transport fans are located between
pre filters and compactor / or before / after the waste recovery
equipment. These fans are single inlet type suitable for wall or
foot mounting depending on sizes. So also the drive
arrangement shall be direct or belt depending on the
application.



WASTE COLLECTION SYSTEMS

DUST COLLECTOR
Dust collector is designed specifically for high dust
loads, high temperaure and product recovery
applications. It has a mechanical sepaprator that
works on the principle of centrifugal force to remove
large and high-volume dust. Centrifugal force to
remove large and high-volume dust for induxtrial
applications. Cyclone Dust Collectors are an
economical solution to wide range of dust collection
problems.

COMPACTOR
Combination of separator and compactor helps
continuously separate coarse particles without
generating dust and removes fibers. Solid
waste is extracted directly from the production
process and separated from the airstream
which is collected in bags or containers. The
separated material is compacted by a screw
and discharged through the outlet spring plate.
The screw is driven by a special helical gear
motor. Compaction takes place through the
discharge material itself.

INTERMITTENT WASTE COLLECTION EQUIPMENT

FLASH VALVE



HUMIDIFICATION PLANT

SPRAY BANK SYSTEMS
Production of top quality materials at higher
speeds with less down time is now possible
with proper humidification control. It helps
introduces and maintain optimum moisture
levels in textiles to increase tensile strength of
natural fibres and reduce waste. Controlled
and consistent humidity will reduce the
presence of dust/pollutant suspension and
allow you to increase the overall production
speed of the operating equipment. Our
Energy eficient humidifiers can regain
moisture lost in the fibre due to dry air and
increase your production in all textile
applications. the humidification system is an
eficient and cost-effective alternative to
traditionalmethods of humidifiers.

SECONDARY DRUM FILTER
Secondary drum filter is for fine filtration of
dust from large volume of air. Self-cleaning
type rotating drum filter shall have high
eficiency, easily cleanable filter media. The
media shall be suitable for removing fluf/lint
and dust from waste air /return air of the
respective department. The pressure drop
across the medium shall be as low as
possible. The filter media shall be selected for
the respective department and shall be
strapped with the drum enabling quick and
easy removal for cleaning / replacement.



HUMIDIFICATION SYSTEMS

AXIAL FANS
Axial fan is preferred for up to 70 mm sp. volume
and low pressure. Direct Driven Axial flow fans are
suitable for duct systems. These can be installed
economically and designed for maximum
eficiency against high static pressure. Axial fan
with adjustable blades. Such fans are available for
static pressure up to 70 mm WG & capacity up to
150000CMHof air capacity.

AIR TIGHT DOOR
We offer single skin & double skin Air Tight Doors. The
prime advantage of these air tight doors is that these are
user friendly. Door, frame & seal selection will depend on
required pressure and location.

DAMPER
Wind Water Systems manufactures low leakage
aluminum Aero-foiled opposed blade dampers. The
whole body construction is made up of GI material.
The flow can be controlled with the help of set screw
or actuator provided on the damper handle to regulate
the desired air flow. The damper operates with
bearing mechanism.



HUMIDIFICATION SYSTEMS

ELIMINATIORS & LOUVERS
Wind Water eliminators are broadly
applauded for their quality and reliable
operation. Eliminators are used in
applications where the purpose is to increase
humidity in supply air, to reduce air
temperature, to remove dust and heavy
water partial from air supply or a mixture of
two or more of these factors. Louvers are
based on uniform distribution of supply air ,
and to resist dust particles. he eliminators
shall be of PVC material. The eliminator
fixtures shall also be extruded from PVC
material with heavy gauge insert and fixing
accessories

WATER SPRAY NOZZLE
Sprays nozzle are appreciated for their
elegant design, corrosion resistance and
low maintenance. We lay prime emphasis
on the packaging of these sprays in order to
ensure safe and secure delivery at clients'
end. High saturation air washers consist of
S.S. foggy nozzles operating at high
pressures. The foggy nozzles require only
lesser pump capacity in comparison of
conventional airwasher.

CONVENTIONALWASHER
We oFfer Industrial Air Wahser Unit of superior
quality that works on the principle of evaporate
cooling. Air Wahser System with clamp on nozzles
with S.S. clamps, typical nozzle design requires
less pumpcapacity. Complete air washer piping is
made of anti- scaling APVC material which is
capble to spray water which change dry air to
moist air. This is the most appicable systems in the
textileindustries.



AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

DIFFUSER /GRILL
DiFfuser /Grill are the products as per
specific requirements of clients
*Negligible resistance to air flow. *Less
dirt accumulation. *Material of
construction: Aluminum /mild steel /
stainless steel.*Powder coated,
anodized, emulsion painted, primer
coated.

LOOM OUT LET
Supply air looms out let shall be installed over
the machines for direct air supply over the
warp sheet, shall be in GI/S.S construction.
looms out let shall be supplied with volume
control dampers & perforated sheet and filter
media based on process requirement .

BAFFLE PLATE
It is a modernize technique which is used for
uniform air-distribution system. Mostly used in
textiles plant.
- Low maintenance required.
- Air turbulence not performed.
- Uniform distribution of air.
- Help to increase product quality.



ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

PROCESS AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
The Auto control system shall be Wind
Water make and shall be electronically
controlled having a digital display unit
which is able to control multiple
humidification systems with the
assistance of computer networking and
graphical software. The system shall
control the damper, pump, rotary air
filter as well as the fan operations
automatically.



DUCTING INSULATION & FALSECEILING

SQAURE DUCT
We are manufacturer of duct and supply insulation. We
are providing flexible solution for air distribution systems.
Our tailor-made jobs help to give you better flexibility and
solution to smaller places for ductingwork.
Insulating duct helps the air with in stay at the desired
temperature. It also prevents the ducts from leaking air.
Duct which leak air can result in greater energy
consumption and expensive utility bills. Effective thermal
insulation of the duct work reduces this heat loss to
minimize energy usage. The most used for heating and
cooling ducts insulations are various types. Duct
insulation is available in various thicknesses. There is
flexible duct wrap as well as rigid insulation board. The
type of insulation that is used depends on the size and
shape of duct on the application.

CIRCULAR DUCT & FITTINGS
All ductwork are made of galvanised steel, Stainless
steel or Aluminum material. Various gauges are available
for technical suitability. Ducts and fittingd are available in
differrent size / lengths as perrequirement.

FALSE CEILING
A typical suspended or false ceiling grid-work is made up from a
combination of metal interlocking sections connected together to form
the openings for ceiling tiles. The metal channels are formed in the
shape of upside down “T” which is usually finished with white paint to
match the ceiling tiles inside, The T bars are supported around around
the perimeter by “L” shapedmetal section, referred to as edgetrim.
Due to the design felxibility of this suspended ceiling system suitable for
most internal fry lining applications. The fully conceled grid can be used in
conjuction with plaster-boards. Rigitone or Gyptone boards to create a
seamless,monolithic appearance.



Contact : +91-9426039774, 9904553205
E-mail : info@windwatersystems.com
Website :www.windwatersystems.com

11, Arihant Industrial Estate,B/h. Sabari Restaurant, Nr. Odhav Ring Road Circle,
Odhav, Ahmedabad-382415 (iNDIA.)
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